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Tests of dynamical scaling in three-dimensional spinodal decomposition
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We simulate late-stage coarsening of a three-dimensional symmetric binary fluid. With reduced unitsl ,t
~with scales set by viscosity, density, and surface tension! our data extends two decades int beyond earlier
work. Across at least four decades, our own and others’ individual datasets (,1 decade each! show viscous
hydrodynamic scaling (l;a1bt), but b is not constant between runs as this scaling demands. This betrays
either the unexpected intrusion of a discretization~or molecular! lengthscale, or an exceptionally slow cross-
over between viscous and inertial regimes.@S1063-651X~99!51102-1#

PACS number~s!: 82.20.Wt, 64.75.1g, 07.05.Tp
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When an incompressible binary fluid mixture is quench
far below its spinodal temperature, it will phase separate
domains of different composition. For symmetric~or nearly
symmetric! mixtures, these domains will, at late times, for
a bicontinuous structure, with sharp, well-developed int
faces. The late-time evolution of this structure in three
mensions remains incompletely understood despite theo
cal @1–3#, experimental@4#, and simulation@5–8# work over
recent years.

In this Rapid Communication, we use the dissipative p
ticle dynamics~DPD! simulation algorithm@9# to access
length and time scales far beyond those reached previou
~Details of the simulations will appear elsewhere@10#.!
When combined with other datasets@5–7# our results allow a
severe test of the dynamical scaling ideas, which unde
most theoretical treatments@1–3# and data analyses@4#. We
conclude that dynamical scaling is in doubt, perhaps du
the intrusion of a molecular lengthscale through the phys
of topological reconnection events. An alternative expla
tion of the results, based on a universal but extremely s
crossover, is also carefully examined.

As emphasized by Siggia@1#, the physics of spinodal de
composition involves capillary forces, viscous dissipatio
and fluid inertia. Indeed, assuming thatno otherphysics en-
ters, then the parameters governing the behavior are th
terfacial tensions, fluid mass densityr, and viscosityh.
~We now specialize to 50/50 mixtures with complete sy
metry of the two species. Any asymmetries in compositi
thermodynamics or viscosity@11# provide additional control
parameters.! From these three parameters can be constru
only one length,L05h2/rs and one timeT05h3/rs2. We
now define the lengthscaleL(T) of the domain structure a
time T via the structure factor S(k) as @12# L
5(2p)@*kS(k)dk/*S(k)dk#21. The exclusion of other
physics in late-stage growth then leads us to the dynam
scaling hypothesis@1,2#:

l 5a1 f ~ t !, ~1!

where we define reduced time and length variables vl
[L/L0 and t[T/T0 . Since dynamical scaling should ho
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only after interfaces have become sharp, and transpor
molecular diffusion suppressed, we have allowed for a n
universal offseta in Eq. ~1!. Thereafter the scaling function
f (t) should approach a universal form, the same for all~fully
symmetric, deep-quenched, incompressible! binary fluid
mixtures.

It was argued further by Siggia@1# that, for small enough
t, fluid inertia is negligible compared to viscosity, where
for large enought the reverse is true. This imparts the fo
lowing asymptotes to the functionf:

f→bt, t!t* , ~2!

f→ct2/3, t@t* , ~3!

where, if dynamical scaling holds, the amplitudesb and c
must be universal, as must the crossover timet* ~defined,
e.g., by the intersection of asymptotes on a log-log plo!.
Note that the Reynolds number Re5(rL/h)dL/dT5 f ḟ ,
which becomes large in the inertial regime, Eq.~3!.

Perfectly symmetrical fluid pairs do not exist in the lab
ratory, but computer simulations allow us to test the valid
of Eq. ~1!, on which the wider interpretation of experimen
crucially depends@4#. In the viscous regime@Eq. ~2!#, the
scaling reduces toL(T)5A1BT, whereA is nonuniversal
andB5bs/h. This linear law has been reported by seve
groups@5,13,14# ~see also@8,15,16#! but only in two recent
cases@6,7# were reliables and h values obtained, as ar
needed to findb. In both of these, the offsetA was signifi-
cant, and the linear regime~the straight part of the curve a
late times! spanned much less than a decade. In reduced u
@12#, we find that the data of Ref.@7# describes times in the
range 1<t<3 with a value ofb50.3. However, the MD
data of Laradjiet al. @6# has 60<t<140 andb50.13.

The discrepancy overb ~see also@5#! cannot simply be
brushed aside. For if dynamical scaling@Eq. ~1!# applies, and
both simulations@6,7# are~as claimed! in the viscous regime
@Eq. ~2!#, then these twob values should both be the sam
@17#. It is thus premature to conclude that any universal
gime of viscous hydrodynamic scaling@Eq. ~2!# had yet been
observed in computer simulations.
R2535 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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To clarify this important issue, we have conducted seve
simulations that vastly extend the range of time scales
plored: we probe 750<t<45 000. This was done using th
DPD algorithm, which combines soft interparticle repulsio
with pairwise damping of interparticle velocities and pa
wise random forces@9#. The latter conserve momentum
leading to a faithful simulation of the isothermal~and, in this
study, effectively incompressible@17#! Navier Stokes equa
tion at large length scales. Among several advantage
DPD over MD, exploited below, is that the viscosity of
DPD fluid can be variedindependentlyof its thermodynam-
ics.

To describe our DPD parameters, we briefly switch fro
reduced physical units (l ,t) to ‘‘DPD units’’: the range of
the repulsive interaction is unity, as is the particle mass.
further setkBT51 (T is temperature!. With the form of re-
pulsion used by Groot and Warren@9#, we chose a particle
density 10 and energy parametersa115a22520, a125100,
which is a deep quench (Tc /T.80) @10#. The timestep was
0.01 @9#, giving measuredT’s within 2% of the nominal
value. Integrating the microscopic stress across a flat fl
fluid interface @18#, the interfacial tension was found a
50.660.2. For each damping parameterg the viscosity was
found from the mean stress in steady shear under L
Edwards boundary conditions@19#; values varied between
h52.660.2 (g51) andh512.260.5 (g530) @10#.

Most runs were performed on a 512 node Cray T3D, w
a typical run time of several thousand processor-hours.
sources allowed one or two full-sized runs for each viscos
The simulation box for these contained 106 particles with
periodic boundary conditions. Thorough tests of scaling a
data collapse forS(k) were made@10#. Finite size effects
became apparent when the structural lengthscaleL exceeded
about half the box size (L>L/2.20); data beyond this wa
excluded from our fits forf (t). We also excluded an ‘‘early
stage’’ portion of each run; this was judged by eye from
shape of theL(T) plot. ~Possible resulting bias is considere
below; little would be changed had we instead applied
sharpness criterion to the observed interfaces.!

The datasets forL(T) ~DPD units! are presented in Fig. 1
~inset!. Excluded early time data is shown dotted, as is so
data for L>L/2. Slight wobbles in the fitted parts of th
curves represent sampling errors inL arising becauseL/L is
not small; these vary between duplicate runs and appear
tinct from the direct finite size~saturation! effects arising for
L>L/2 @20,21#. Figure 1 shows the same data~with offsets
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subtracted! on a log-log plot. Note first that, since most o
the plots in Fig. 1 show upward curvature at early times,
elimination of early time data will biasdownwardany esti-
mate of the quantityz5d ln f/d ln t ~a true or effective scal-
ing exponent!. Despite this, only for the smallest viscosi
run ~if that! is there appreciable direct evidence for an exp
nent z,1, as predicted fort@t* @Eq. ~3!#. A fit to Eq. ~1!
with f 5ctz in fact givesz50.88, whereas all but one of th
other viscosities give 1.10<z<1.17 (h59.8 hasz50.96).
This suggests that our lowest viscosity run (h52.6) and it
alone, may be approaching the inertial hydrodynamic
gime, Eq.~3!; for more evidence of this, see@10#. This run
covers 20 000<t<45 000, implying thatt* @the crossover
between Eqs.~2! and ~3!# is similarly large. A less extreme
number is obtained if one quotes instead the equivalent R
nolds number Re* .b2t* . ~This relation applies because i
linear scaling, we have Re5bl.b2t.) For the middle of the
given run, Re is about 20, so Re* need not be much large
than this. Given the smallness of the apparentb values~see
below!, the largeness oft* follows, as does the failure to
observe a clear inertial scaling regime@Eq. ~3!# in previous
simulations@6#.

Based on these observations, we have fit our remainin
datasets to the viscous hydrodynamic scaling form, Eq.~2!.
In all cases the fits are at least as convincing as thos
@6,7#. Despite this, wedefinitely cannotinterpret this data

FIG. 1. Inset: Raw DPD data;L vs T for viscosities~left to
right! h52.6, 3.5, 4.6, 6.2, 8.2, 9.8, and12.2. Thedatasets for
h56.2, 9.8 are averages of two runs. Main figure: the same da
reduced units~log-log! with offsets~found by linear extrapolation
to t50) removed.
FIG. 2. ~a! Fitted functionsf (t)5bt for DPD data~rightmost six datasets!, that of Ref.@6# ~center left!, and Ref.@7# ~far left!. ~b! Log-log

plot of resulting growth velocitiesb against the midpoint timet̄ of each run.
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~nor that of@6,7#! as support for a universal viscous hydr
dynamic scaling, Eq.~2!. Figure 2~a! shows fits to f 5bt
~deviations from the data invisible on this scale! including
our own and earlier@6,7# datasets. Figure 2~b! shows the

fitted b coefficients against the mean timet̄ , defined by the
middle of the fitted section of each run. Obviously,b is not
constant as required: it driftssystematicallytoward smaller

values at later timest̄ , a trend representable empirically as

weak power law,b. t̄ 20.2.
What does all this mean? Clearly, one would expect

measureb; t̄ 20.2 if in fact one hadf 5ctz with z.0.8 @see
Fig. 2~a!#. We are aware of no theory predicting this value
z, so it would presumably have to be interpreted as an in
mediate,effectiveexponent arising in the crossover regio
between Eqs.~2! and ~3!. Although possible, at least tw
arguments counter this interpretation. First, the ‘‘crossove
if this is indeed what we are seeing, must be exception
broad. Figure 2~b! shows that a single effective expone
governs the entire range of data shown: any ‘‘crossov
region coversfour decadesin time. The second reason t
doubt this explanation is that for all of the DPD datas
shown in Fig. 2, a fit tof 5ctz yields values ofz that are not
close to 0.8, but close to~and usually slightly larger than!
1.0. Put differently, even after subtraction of the offsetsa,
our datasets do not join up into a continuous curve on
( l ,t) plot as dynamical scaling requires. This is appar
from Fig. 1, and remains true under various replottings
have tried~such as recalculating offsets by imposingz50.8
rather thanz51). We therefore ask whether there might
some other physics, playing a role in spinodal decomposi
at late times, which could lead to a violation of the dynam
cal scaling hypothesis itself. One possibility is that the la
stage coarsening velocityb depends on initial conditions
inherited from the nonuniversal early-stage dynamics.~For
related ideas, see@22#.! This information would have to re
side either in the velocity field itself, or in subtle details
the density distribution. The first of these can be tested
merically by reinitializing the fluid velocity field during a
late-stage run; we have done this and no significant effec
b was observed.

A more plausible mechanism for the observed nonuniv
sality of the velocityb could arise from the direct intrusio
of physics that the dynamical scaling hypothesis exclud
Thermodynamics~e.g., finite temperature or compressibili
@17#! cannot be solely responsible, since all our DPD ru
are identical thermodynamically. Perhaps the most intere
ing possibility is that late-stage spinodal decomposition
volves a molecular~or, in simulations, discretization! length-
scale which could enter during topological reconnection
‘‘pinch-off’’ events. In such events, without which coarse
ing of a bicontinuous structure cannot proceed, a fluid n
contracts to~formally! zero width in finite time.

Recent work on a closely related problem~disconnection
of a single fluid domainin vacuo! suggests that pinch-of
processes need not violate dynamical scaling@23#: the
asymptotic behavior both before and after the pinch hav
universal description inl ,t variables ~measured from the
pinch-off event itself!. According to this work, molecula
physics intervenes only briefly at pinch-off, and is forgott
soon after. It is not yet known whether similar universal
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can be recovered for fluid-fluid pinch-offs@23#, but crucially,
even in the fluid-vacuum case, such universality isonly ex-
pected for large values of the dimensionless quantity

l5L0 /h5h2/rsh, ~4!

whereh is a molecular~or discretization! length @23,8#. For
the fluid-vacuum case, Eggers@23# argues thatl is large
enough for some fluids (.107 for glycerol! but not others
(.20 for water!, to recover universal behavior.

If similar ideas govern the fluid-fluid case, and if pinc
off physics remains a controlling factor in late-stage coa
ening, then a violation of dynamical scaling could be e
pected for many real fluids. The same applies for a
simulation in whichl is not very large. Takingh51 ~DPD
units! we find thatl in our runs ranges froml50.28 ath

512.2 ~so that t̄ 5800) to l50.014 ath52.6 ~so that t̄

530 000). The systematic dependence ofb on t̄ reported
above can, for these DPD runs, equally well be expresse
a dependence onl. The latter would permit an extende
form of dynamical scaling, withf (t) replaced byf (l,t) in

Eq. ~1!; at present this cannot be distinguished from at̄
dependence, because the variations we make throughh af-

fect t̄ andl similarly @24#.
One speculative possibility is that the timeDT taken for a

fluid neck, of order the domain sizeL, to reach pinch-off is
not linear inL @as Eq.~2! suggests# but varies asL ln(L/h)
@so, in reduced units,Dt. l ln(ll)#. In this case, individual
runs would show little departure fromf 5bt, yet b would
drift slowly downward witht̄ , and runs of differenth would
not quite superpose on the (l ,t) plot. Such logarithms could
conceivably arise from the hydrodynamics of thin fluid cy
inders @25#. A fit to b5 ln h ~not shown! is comparable in
quality, for our DPD runs, to that in Fig. 2~b! but less good
than the power law shown there, if the data of@6,7# is in-
cluded.

In conclusion, we have made a careful analysis of o
extensive DPD data@10# and of previous simulation result
@6,7# on spinodal decomposition in fully symmetric bina
fluids. Taken together, these data now cover approxima
five decades in reduced physical time units. Contrary to
pectation, the data offer no clear support for the hypothe
of a universal dynamical scaling@Eq. ~1!# @26#. Such a hy-
pothesis can be sustained, but only@21# by assuming an ex-
tremely broad crossover between viscous (z51) and inertial
(z52/3) scaling regimes, with an effective exponentz.0.8
spanning about four decades of reduced timet. This ‘‘slow
crossover’’ interpretation is more plausible when expres
in terms of Reynolds number, which spans only 0.1<Re
<20; indeed, experience with turbulence@27# shows that a
wide regime of Re might exist in which inertial effects a
significant @spoiling Eq.~2!# but not dominant@as required
for Eq. ~3!#. However, such an interpretation leaves une
plained the facts that~i! almost all our individual simulation
runs are better fit byz>1 thanz.0.8, and~ii ! even after
subtraction of nonuniversal offsets, these runs do not lie o
common curve on thel ,t plot @21#.
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We have therefore put forward a more radical propos
that the list of physical ingredients~fluid viscosity, density,
and interfacial tension!, assumed by the dynamical scalin
hypothesis to dominate the physics of spinodal decomp
tion at late times, is incomplete. One possibility is that t
ratio l5L0 /h ~of continuum to microscopic lengths! re-
mains a relevant parameter: coarsening of a bicontinu
structure is contingent on topological reconnection~pin-
choff! events, which could allow the intrusion of micro
scopic physics no matter how large the mean domain sizL.

Note added in proof. Recently, a lattice Boltzmann~LB!
study has extended still further the accessible range ofl,t. In
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the range covered by Refs.@6,7#, a lower, and constantb
value is found. In thel,t range of our DPD study, the LB dat
lie close to ours on the scaling plot, but is well-fit byz50.8.
These LB data support the ‘‘slow crossover’’ hypothes
they suggest that the nonuniversality in our DPD data m
be exaggerated by finite size effects, and that in Refs@6,7# by
residual diffusion. See V. M. Kendon, J.-C. Desplat, P. B
don, and M. E. Cates~unpublished!.

We thank P. Coveney, V. Kendon, P. Warren, and J. Y
mans for discussions. S.I.J. thanks Unilever PLC and EPS
~UK! for financial support. Work was funded in part und
EPSRC E7 Grand Challenge.
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